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As we rapidly move into the 2016 financial
year it is fair to say that business conditions
remain inconsistent across the various
industry sectors. Some areas are still
challenged by the impact of commodity
prices and overseas economies, while
others in the property and retail space
experience steady performance.
As business owners we often tend to
focus on the business and what we do
as opposed to considering oneself, our
family and the ‘why we do what we do’.
The irony is most of us have never sat back
and considered it, articulated it or shared
it among our family and team. Sure the
business is a key part of our life and often
for many the means to supporting what
we do, but recognising it’s just one part
of a clients’ total affairs, financial and nonfinancial alike is not what many advisers
do well.
Over the past 12 months we have been
assessing our own approach to this,
looking at why we do what we do and
what is it that we deliver to clients that
makes a difference. Hence we are proud
to announce PKF “Future of Choice”. The
Future of Choice approach ensures we
understand the goals of the individual/
family and the ‘why they do what they do’
and balances this with an overall target
for wealth accumulation. Our approach is
then about partnering with clients to ensure
these goals and aspirations are achieved
by monitoring, helping to improve and
celebrating the success of achievement, all
captured in a central repository and view
of your affairs. Turn to page 5 where we
introduce in more detail on this Future of
Choice framework.
Also in this edition of PKF Pulse, our
specialist advisers outline a range of
issues affecting business. As always, we
encourage you to discuss any specific
issues you might have or raise any
questions with your Client Relationship
Manager.

In relation to our people,
we were deeply saddened
in late July with the
passing of Lynton Brauer
our IT Manager who had
celebrated 10 years with us
a few months back. Lynton
Lynton Brauer
was a well-respected
14.08.55 to 21.07.15
member of our Business
Management Team who quietly met each
challenge enthusiastically and helped shape
the IT team and environment we operate with
today. Our deepest sympathy goes out to
Lynton’s wife Kerrie, son James, daughter Kate
and their extended family. Lynton will be sadly
missed. May he rest in peace.
On a brighter note we have welcomed
Melanie Levy, Eric Lowe, Erika Talesnik and
Andrew Liapis, on secondment from the
US, into our Audit and Assurance team.
The PKF International affiliation fosters these
opportunities and ensures we continue to
learn from other member firms around areas
of improving client service and operational
efficiency as part of adding value to you our
clients.
Finally, a big congratulations to Josh Gambrill
who was awarded our 2014/15 Employee of
the Year at our annual End Of Financial Year
Ball held in Sydney in late
June. Josh was employed,
trained and mentored by
Lynton, a testament to
Lynton’s leadership. We
continue to see Josh grow
as a person and manager
whom we are proud to have
Employee of the Year
on our team. Well done Josh.
winner Josh Gambrill
Until next edition.

Steve Meyn
Managing Director

Let’s face it; the value of your interest in a business could
form a large part of your personal wealth.

Corporate Finance – Manager I Matt Swan

AUDIT & ASSURANCE

Shareholders Agreement –
exit provisions
A SHAREHOLDERS AGREEMENT
EVIDENCES THE COMMERCIAL
TERMS BETWEEN TWO OR MORE
PARTIES AND COVERS THE
LEGAL, COMMERCIAL, FINANCIAL
AND OPERATIONAL ASPECTS
OF ANY ARRANGEMENT. IT IS
DESIGNED TO DEFINE THE RIGHTS
AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE
SHAREHOLDER AND DEALS WITH THE
ISSUES THAT COULD ARISE DURING
THE LIFE OF A BUSINESS AND THE
MANNER IN WHICH THESE ISSUES
SHOULD BE DEALT WITH.
One of the key aspects of the shareholders
agreement that is often overlooked is the
valuation of your ownership in the business
on exit. Let’s face it; the value of your interest
in the business could form a large part of
your personal wealth.
A number of valuation alternatives often used
in shareholder agreements are summarised
below:

to market, this method is seen as the
most equitable way to value the shares.
•

Free Market Forces – where the
shareholders agreement is silent on
the valuation of shares at the exit
of a shareholder, and it is left to the
shareholder to market their shares
internally and/or externally which will
establish the value. This method is likely
to result in the most disruption to the
business, and does not guarantee a
sale.

Other considerations that could be outlined
in the shareholders agreement with regard
to assessing the value of the shares may
include:
•

Minority discounts – where the value
of a parcel of shares within a company
is significantly less than its pro-rata
interest should 100% of the shares be
sold. The discount in value is reflective
of the lack of the control of the shares,
illiquidity of the investment and the lack
of marketability of the shares. Common
discounts for minority interests range
from 30% - 50% of the “control” value.

Agreed capitalisation multiple – many
shareholder agreements will stipulate that
the value of the shares is to be based on
an agreed capitalisation multiple times
• Good leaver/bad leaver provisions
of either, the latest historical normalised
It is common that shareholder
earnings (EBIT or EBITDA) or an average
agreements with
of the normalised results of historical
periods. This method of establishing
value may result in winners and losers
on both sides of the transaction as the
capitalisation multiple included in the
shareholder agreement may not reflect
current market multiples, and the historical
earnings of the business may not be
representative of the future earnings.

•

Agreed upon value – the shareholder
agreement may contain a mechanism
whereby the value of the business is
agreed for the next 12 months based
on an agreed formula. Again, this
methodology will not necessarily result
in an equitable outcome for the parties
involved due to changes in business
conditions from the value date.

•

Independent Valuation – an
independent valuer is engaged to
complete the valuation at the time of
exit. In the absence of taking the shares

Having agreed terms in your shareholders
agreement for the valuation of your interest
in the business will allow for a smoother
exit process when the time comes. It
is important that you seek independent
legal advice before entering into any such
agreement and PKF Corporate Finance
has a list of experienced legal contacts we
can recommend to you.
If you have already entered into
a shareholders agreement and
require an independent valuation,
PKF Corporate Finance would
be able to assist you (and your
partners) with an independent
value assessment.

pkf.com.au I

•

external funders will provide different
mechanisms for the valuation of shares
dependent on whether shareholders
are “good leavers” or “bad leavers”
which will impact the valuation of
shares.
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A staggering number of small business owners
are flying without a parachute, as far as their
equity is concerned.
PKF WEALTH

Chris Davis I Financial Adviser – PKF Wealth

Consider an exit path prior
to a crash landing!
REMEMBER THE FLIGHT
ATTENDANT AT THE BEGINNING OF
EACH FLIGHT, DIRECTING YOU TO
THE EXIT PATH IF AN EMERGENCY
OCCURS. SMALL BUSINESS
OWNERS SHOULD ALSO CONSIDER
THEIR “EXIT PATH”.
Success in small business comes
from hard work and plenty of blood,
sweat and tears. Consequently, for
many small business owners the value
of their business is the major financial
asset other than their family home. The
majority of business owners will have an
insurance policy to protect their family
home however an alarming number will
not have considered insuring the equity
in their business.
“88% of small business owners have
bank loans with no insurance in place”
(The Cameron Research Group, 2012).
Most bank lending is secured by real
estate assets and for the small business
owner this is most likely the family home.
A staggering number of small business
owners could potentially lose both their
family home and business if they were to
die or become disabled.
Business succession as a result of death
or disability should be considered when
preparing shareholder or partnership
agreements. The risk for small business
owners is real. For a four partner
business the chance of one partner
dying or becoming totally disabled
before age sixty five is 77%. (Australian
Bureau of Statistics 2008 and Zurich
Mortality calculator 2004)
As part of succession planning business
owners should consider:

1
pkf.com.au I
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2
3

Preparing a “business will”

Including an agreed formula to

value
the business
 ow to pay for an exiting partner’s
H

share
in the business

If a partner in your business suddenly
died or become disabled, what would
happen to your share in the business?
Would you then be in business with their
spouse? Or children?
Without a Buy Sell Agreement, an
agreed valuation method and funding
mechanism in place, the following are
possible unfavourable scenarios:

1
2

 he deceased estate may demand
T
 payout of a size that will force
a
your business to be sold;
The beneficiaries to the estate may

insist
on direct involvement in your
business operations, even though
they may lack the necessary skills.
They may also gain control!

3

The remaining shareholder could

transfer
the client base to a new
entity, reducing the value of the
business and leaving the deceased
estate with a worthless asset.

The solution for business owners is to
put in place a Buy Sell Agreement along
with associated life policies to protect
against the death and disability of
business owners or the key personnel.
To discuss your individual business
needs contact Chris Davis of PKF
Wealth on (02) 4928 7000.

For too long many advisers have operated
in silos but at PKF we believe in a team approach.
Business Advisory Services – Director I Andrew Beattie

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

Achieving your Future of Choice
WE HEAR TOO MANY BUSINESS OWNERS TELL US
HOW HARD THEY WORK, THAT THEY DON’T TAKE
HOLIDAYS, THEY DON’T GET PAID A PROPER WAGE,
BUT WORST OF ALL THAT THEY ARE NOT ACHIEVING
WHAT THEY SET OUT TO ACHIEVE WHEN THEY
WENT INTO BUSINESS. WE BELIEVE THAT IF YOU ARE
NOT ACHIEVING YOUR GOALS, YOU NEED TO ASK
YOURSELF WHY YOU ARE IN BUSINESS OR QUESTION
HOW YOU OPERATE.
For too long advisers working with business owners have put
compliance, tax and business at the centre of their advice
and often neglected the goals and aspirations of the owners
themselves. At PKF we have developed a service model
whereby we put you, the owner, and your family at the centre
of all we do and work with you to achieve your future of choice,
whatever that may be. This starts with understanding what
you want to achieve; we do this with our structured discovery
meeting designed to uncover and clarify your family goals,
explore your current position from a financial and non-financial
perspective and develop an action plan to achieve your future
of choice. The following diagram provides an overview of our
approach to your Future of Choice.

At PKF we have developed
a service model whereby we put
you, the owner, and your family
at the centre of all we do and work
with you to achieve your future
of choice, whatever that may be.
Essentially to achieve your future of choice, you need to ensure
a whole of needs approach is taken. Each area above will have
a different level of focus depending on the stage of life a family
and business is at but no matter where the focus or activity
is applied we are always linking things back to the goals you
have said you want to achieve. If we don’t then there is a
disconnect. You work hard and our aim is to ensure that you
achieve your future of choice in the timeframes and manner
you desire through proactive advice and guidance.

Education
and Training

Wealth

Family
Council

Risk and
Compliance

Estate

Business

Debt

markets, investment portfolios, motor vehicles and facility
information from a wide variety of banks. This ensures the
information supporting and building your future of choice
is secure but also up to date and accessible from almost
anywhere you have an internet connection.
Having this level of information available to you is a great
advantage but it also requires a proactive and collaborative
approach from your ‘advisory team’; the people you place your
faith in to help you to achieve your future of choice need to
discuss your situation regularly, share relevant information and
ensure the advice provided is consistent toward what you want
to achieve. For too long many advisers have operated in silos
but at PKF we believe in a team approach; no duplication, one
message, one direction.
We believe our approach is changing the way advice is
delivered and produces the Future of Choice our clients desire.
If you would like to ensure you achieve your Future of Choice
talk to your PKF CRM/Business Adviser, or if you know others
that should be doing the same we are very happy to help.
PKF Sydney and Newcastle can assist in developing
business plans and comprehensive budgets. Contact
our Business Advisory specialists in Sydney on
(02) 8346 6000 or Newcastle on (02) 4962 2688.
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To assist with communication, safeguarding key
documentation and sharing of information we utilise a cloud
based technology platform that also pulls live data feeds from
market leading data points for real estate property, share

Goals
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The Government has released a number of potential
changes that may have important implication for both
Australia and non-Australian residents.
TAXATION

Steve Williams I Senior Manager & Robert Lynch I Consultant – Taxation

New taxation releases
AUSTRALIA – Country by Country Reporting

ON 6TH AUGUST 2015, THE GOVERNMENT RELEASED
AN EXPOSURE DRAFT BILL TO IMPLEMENT PART OF THE
G20 AND OECD’S ACTION PLAN ON BASIS EROSION
AND PROFIT SHIFTING (BEPS) INTO AUSTRALIAN LAW.
THE EXPLANATORY MATERIALS TO THE BILL INDICATE
THAT UNLIKE AUSTRALIA’S EXISTING TRANSFER PRICING
DOCUMENTATION STANDARDS, DOCUMENTATION WILL
NEED TO BE SUPPLIED THAT WILL PROVIDE A CLEAR
OVERVIEW OF KEY FINANCIAL AND OPERATIONAL
METRICS RELEVANT TO A GLOBAL GROUP, AS WELL AS
THEIR AUSTRALIAN OPERATIONS.
This information will provide the Australian Taxation Office and other
Tax Authorities with useful information to assess transfer pricing risks
and, when necessary, to commence and target audit enquiries.
Australian entities or foreign entities with an Australian permanent
establishment with global revenue of more than A$1Billion will be
required to provide a documents to the Commissioner of Taxation
that will include economic, financial, legal and tax context to
the group’s transfer pricing practices and include the group’s
organizational structure, identification of intangibles, intercompany
financial activities, financial and tax positions and detailed
descriptions of the group’s businesses. A local file will need to

AUSTRALIA – Non-Resident withholding Tax on
Property Transactions
EXPOSURE DRAFT LEGISLATION TO IMPOSE A NONFINAL WITHHOLDING TAX ON TRANSACTIONS INVOLVING
THE DISPOSAL OF “TAXABLE AUSTRALIAN PROPERTY”
BY FOREIGN RESIDENTS HAS BEEN RELEASED FOR
CONSULTATION.
If enacted, for transactions where the contract for sale occurs on or
after 1 July 2016, a purchaser of taxable Australian property (TAP) from
a foreign resident may be required to remit 10% of the gross proceeds
to the Commissioner of Taxation on account of the foreign resident’s
Australian tax liability on the disposal (which may in fact be NIL).
The foreign resident vendor will be entitled to a credit for the amount
against the vendor’s Australian tax liability on the disposal, and will be
required to lodge an income tax return to access that credit.

pkf.com.au I
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Foreign residents are subject to income tax on capital gains derived
from the disposal of TAP. Briefly, TAP is a direct interest in Australian
real property; an indirect interest in Australian real property (a nonportfolio interest in entities where more than 50% of the underlying
value is derived from taxable Australian real property); or an option
or right to acquire taxable Australian real property or an indirect
Australian real property interest.

be provided for each legal entity or permanent establishment
operating in Australia and will identify related party transactions,
the amounts involved and the taxpayers analysis of transfer
pricing determinations that they have made.

Our comment:
Australian taxpayers with small local operations,
often distribution operations of large overseas
multinational companies, will face significant
additional reporting requirements and associated
compliance costs. Unfortunately, this is consistent
with the Australian Government’s intention to
have better visibility of global groups who may be
generating significant profits from their Australian
businesses, whilst having a low effective
Australian tax rate.

Our comment:
Historically the collection of tax on gains from real
property relied heavily on voluntary compliance of
the non-resident through the lodgement of returns
and the issue of assessments by the Commissioner
of Taxation. This has been particularly difficult for
the Commissioner to enforce where the transaction
occurs between non-residents. If the proposed law
is enacted, the vendor will need to do appropriate
due diligence to determine if the provisions will
apply to it, and how potential withholding will factor
into the settlement mechanics of a transaction. It
can be expected that this will add to the vendors
cost of compliance.
Furthermore, non-cash transactions; Capital Gains
Tax rollovers; vendor financing; and distressed
asset sales are factors that add complexity to a
transaction. Such factors will also cause additional
complexity to the application of the proposed
withholding provisions, and will require appropriate
provisions to be included in the drafting of
transaction documentation.

The key to working through any succession plan
is engaging the entire team and the right business adviser.
CLIENT PROFILE

Sharp Electronics Group
SHARP ELECTRONICS GROUP
(SEG) IS A SOLUTIONS-ORIENTED
COMPANY THAT STRIVES TO
PROVIDE CONVENIENCE AND
CHOICE FOR ITS CUSTOMERS.
THE ORGANISATION GREW FROM
HUMBLE BEGINNINGS TO BECOME
ONE OF THE BIGGEST NAMES IN THE
INDUSTRY.
More than 40 years ago, John Duncan
left his job selling calculators to establish
Sharp Electronics Group in Newcastle.
With a background in early computer
programming and operations, John
tapped into his experiences to create a
thriving business that now has decades of
experience and over 60 employees.

Sharp Electronics Group today
Sharp Electronics has five separate
divisions: office products, office furniture,
print solutions, point of sale, and service.
Creating cohesion across these segments
is a matter of cross-fertilisation between
the divisions, some of which may indirectly
compete against each other, but ultimately
manage to work together and offer a wide
range of products.
John cites the staff as the greatest asset
of the business. SEG currently employs
over 60 staff, half of which are estimated
to have been with the company for over
10 years. The long-standing relationships
that have been forged during this time
are an important element of their ongoing
business.

Planning for the future

In the meantime, numerous offers from
competitors and other businesses
were put on the table, all of which were
interested in splitting the organisation

rather then purchase the group as a
whole. At this point, John knew that the
job security of his staff was high on his list
of goals.
Having seen the repercussions from
other businesses that grew into
successful companies, only to be sold
to investors then lose the core values
that the business was built on, it was
apparent that the ideal outcome was to
have the business continue jointly as a
group, and a management buy-in was
forefront in John’s mind. Collectively, the
management team had over 70 years’
experience, and it was clear that the
future of the company lay with this group
of individuals.
Over the next 3 years George and John
worked closely to ready the management
team for the next 40 years.

The future
Now as Chairman of the Board, John is
pleased with the successful management
buy-in of the company and believes
the business culture and values are
conserved with minimal disruption.
“When you have created a successful
business from scratch, and watched
it grow over the years, you establish

For more information visit: www.sharpnew.com.au

amazing relationships with such a broad
customer base, and you really want
to know both the company and our
customers are in the very best hands”.

“I feel completely confident
in the new team headed by
Managing Director, George
Tuntevski and look forward to
my continued involvement as
non Executive Chairman.”
George explains he was very excited
about the company’s future. “Our team
has the balance of experience and
genuine commitment to customer service
that has been and will always be, the
principles that Sharp Electronics Group
embrace. We are eager to continue the
legacy and success that John started,
while building on his knowledge as
chairman of the board.”
The key to the future, according to John
and George, is ensuring that SEG is
flexible enough to move with technology.
By embracing new technology to meet
changing customer needs, SEG is confident
of maintaining its high level of success.

pkf.com.au I

At a pivotal time, John knew he had
to start planning for succession of the
business. Firstly he identified the company
needed a new direction and appointed
George Tuntevski as General Manager,
whose defining goal was to execute a
succession strategy and look into the
business to enhance current processes
and systems.

Thomas Rabl, Darren Zink, Penny Duncan, John Duncan, Joel Anderson, George Tuntevski and David Potter
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Businesses that use data analytics and business
intelligence for decision making are more profitable and
more successful than those which do not.
AUDIT & ASSURANCE

Vaughn Campbell I Director – Audit

Time for all businesses to
create strategic competitive
advantage and unlock business
value using data analytics
BIG BUSINESSES HAVE BEEN USING
DATA ANALYTICS FOR YEARS TO
GAIN A BETTER UNDERSTANDING
OF THE DYNAMICS OF THEIR
OPERATIONS. DATA ANALYTICS
ENABLES BUSINESSES TO
MORE DEEPLY UNDERSTAND
WHAT DRIVES ALL ASPECTS OF
THEIR BUSINESS, IDENTIFY NEW
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GROWTH,
UNDERSTAND AND INFLUENCE
CUSTOMER BEHAVIOURS AND
DELIVER COST-SAVINGS THROUGH
EFFICIENCY AND OPTIMISATION.
FOR EXAMPLE, THE ADVENT
OF “LOYALTY CARDS” HAS
EFFECTIVELY INCREASED
THE EFFICIENCY AND
PRECISION WITH
WHICH

BUSINESSES CAN LEARN ABOUT
CUSTOMER BEHAVIOUR AND
THEIR CONSUMPTION PATTERNS,
DESIGN OFFERS AND TARGET
SPECIFIC HIGH VALUE CUSTOMER
MANAGEMENT.

• Asset management and utilisation

Data is not however the domain of just
big business – it is everywhere and
is a significant and largely untapped
business asset.

• Strategic planning and forecasting

Most Small to Medium Enterprises
(SMEs) in particular have little knowledge
of what data they hold, how to access
it or the types of incredibly valuable
insights that can be delivered from
it using data analytics and business
intelligence. Data analytics holds the key
to unlocking value across the business
and is most commonly used in the
following areas:

• Research and development

• Point of sales systems
• CRM, sales and marketing
• Product and service design
• Supply chain and procurement

pkf.com.au I
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• Employee performance and
behaviours
• Process efficiencies and optimisation
• Risk management
• Compliance monitoring
• Security and business resilience
• Service delivery performance
• Prevention of fraud, theft and
misappropriation
• Inventory management and
optimisation
• Resourcing and rostering
• Logistics
Every aspect of the business can be
improved with the use of data analytics.
Data analytics allows us to explore
and unlock value that is deep within

large and complex data sets, using
powerful tools and techniques to analyse
and interrogate the data in innovative
and effective ways to identify trends,
patterns, relationships and anomalies
within the business (and to factors
outside the business) which are critical
to future success.

Pathways to value creation using data analytics:
Value Driver

Data Analytics Insights

Revenue Growth

• Demand growth from improved product/service design
and enhanced customer experience and satisfaction
• Increased capacity and higher asset utilisation due to
identification and removal of constraints, inefficiencies
and bottlenecks

Some recent examples of how we are
using data analytics and helping our
clients understand and enhance their
business:

1
2

3

A café – focusing on business

cycle,
rostering efficiency and cash
completeness

• Improved employee engagement and performance
Cost Reduction

A retail franchisor – focusing on

monitoring
franchisee transactions
and behaviours across the
franchise store network

Key benefits of using data
analytics:
Identifying deeper and more

specific
insights that are beyond the
possibility of traditional methods of
analysis

• Process improvements and efficiencies (lead times,
cycle times, error rates, conversion rates etc)
• Reduced inventory investment
• Procurement savings through more strategic and
informed procurement
• Resourcing matched more effectively to business cycle
peaks and troughs

A membership-based organisation
– focusing on deeply understanding
the membership demographics and
specific patterns of utilisation of
club facilities to optimise member
experiences and improve financial
performance

In the current challenging and
competitive business environment, data
analytics is a key strategic competitive
weapon available to all businesses, but
few in the SME segment are utilising
it. Over the coming few years, those
businesses which fail to leverage the
value of their data through analytics and
business intelligence will struggle to
compete. (See table).

1

• More accurate forecasting and planning

• High risk behaviours associated with fraud, theft and
misappropriation identified and eliminated
• Reduced compliance costs due to efficiency of
data-driven compliance monitoring

2

Efficiency and speed of delivery,

even
with very large data

3

Powerful visualisations across

entire
data populations that
immediately highlight the key
insights

We have seen first-hand how data
analytics and business intelligence
can deliver real and significant value

to organisations of all shapes and
sizes – from the corner café, to medical
research organisations, retail, fashion,
manufacturing, services, not-for-profits
and government departments. Whatever
the business problem or challenge, we
have an effective data-driven business
intelligence analytics solution.
If you are looking for a business
intelligence specialist to add value
to your business, contact Vaughn
Campbell on VCampbell@pkf.com.au

pkf.com.au I
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The ATO have made it more difficult
to negotiate a way out of debt
BUSINESS RECOVERY & INSOLVENCY

Kristen Triglone I Senior Manager – Business Recovery & Insolvency

ATO Launches Attack on
Companies for Unpaid Tax Debts
SINCE MAY THIS YEAR, IN
EFFORTS TO RECOVER BILLIONS
OF DOLLARS IN OUTSTANDING
TAX DEBTS FROM SMALL TO
MEDIUM ENTERPRISES (SMES)
THE AUSTRALIAN TAX OFFICE
(ATO) HAS EMBARKED ON A
FRENZY OF LODGING WINDING
UP APPLICATIONS.
Record levels of winding up
applications have been lodged by the
ATO over recent months. Statistics
show that in the 3 months to the
end of July this year, the ATO has
initiated in excess of 1,400 winding
up applications. This is an average
of 466 applications per month. In
comparison, the total number of
winding up applications made in 2014
was around 1,330, which equates to
110 applications per month. In addition
to the winding up applications, the
ATO is ramping up its use of other
enforcement and recovery remedies
including issuing Director Penalty
Notices and Garnishee Notices.
In the past many businesses have
viewed the ATO as an ‘easier’ creditor
to put on hold in situations of cash
flow shortage. Consequently, it is
not uncommon for tax obligations to
accumulate quickly and become a
major problem.

pkf.com.au I
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If you or your clients are in this
predicament, the ATO appear to have
made it more difficult to negotiate
a way out. Tighter payment terms
such as larger payments up front
and subsequent payments having
to be made over a shorter period
of time is now the norm rather than
the exception. In addition, the ATO
appear to have increased the level of
reporting requirements by demanding
the submission of financial information
such as monthly cash flow statements
and other financial statements, in
order for it to assess whether the tax

payer can comply with the proposed
payment arrangement.
Earlier intervention and a proactive
approach to dealing with overdue
taxes is necessary to avoid the
potential for corporate insolvency and
sometimes, personal liability.
Most commonly a winding up by the
Court is sought by a creditor following
failure by the company to comply
with a Creditors Statutory Demand for
repayment of a debt within 21 days.
If you or your clients are issued with
a Creditors Statutory Demand by the
ATO and fail to comply with it, the ATO
can then apply to the Court to wind up
the company within a 3 month period.
The ATO’s increased activity is a wake
up call to businesses with tax debts
and in particular to those who may
have relied on the ATO’s previously
lax policies. Any collection or recovery

action by the ATO is a clear warning of
business stress. It is imperative that you
seek the advice of an insolvency specialist.
If you or one of your clients are
experiencing any of these signs, it is time
to seek professional assistance. PKF are
available at short notice to provide expert
advice on the most appropriate strategy
in the circumstances. Remember, the
earlier that professional advice is sought,
the more successful the outcome is likely
to be.
PKF Sydney and Newcastle can assist
in ensuring compliance. Contact our
Business Recovery & Insolvency
specialists in Sydney on
(02) 8346 6000 or Newcastle on
(02) 4962 2688.

How would you lead a club into a ‘New Era’ to ensure its
sustainability, relevance and overall success?
PKF Consulting – Director I John Tully

PKF CONSULTING

PKF Consulting supports
young hospitality leaders
IT IS OFTEN SAID THAT NEW YORK IS 3-5 YEARS AHEAD
OF ANY AUSTRALIAN CITY WHEN IT COMES TO TRENDS.
IN TERMS OF HOSPITALITY THIS IS CERTAINLY THE CASE,
AS THERE REALLY IS NO COMPARISON. FOCUSSING
ON FOOD AND BEVERAGE THE PKF CONSULTING F&B
TOUR EXPLORES THE CULTURAL EVOLUTION WORLD
OF HOSPITALITY GIVING THE TOUR PARTY ACCESS TO
FIRSTHAND KNOWLEDGE OF WHAT MAKES NEW YORK
THE WORLD LEADER IN HOSPITALITY VENUES.
“This tour will challenge your existing approach to food and
beverage service, arming you with the knowledge required to create
competitive advantage today…”
As PKF Consulting gear up to host the fourth F&B tour, PKF
Consulting and ClubsNSW are pleased to be launching the
“Generation Next: Investing in the Future” Scholarship Competition,
entries to which closed on Wednesday 26th August. As we continue
to educate and inspire the next generation of young leaders we are
keen to hear and present the views of future club leaders towards
building a ‘new era’ in club sustainability.
One young person will win an all-expenses paid trip on the 2016
“PKF New York City Food & Beverage Insights Tour No. 4” where
they will get exclusive access to some of New York City’s most
iconic and innovative venues to experience the latest concepts and
trends whilst providing a unique networking opportunity with other
club managers, venue owners, concept creators and renowned
head chefs.

The finalists
The quality of the submissions was simply outstanding, with strong
competition for one of the final three places. The final three will now
progress to the next stage where they present their strategy at the
upcoming annual ClubsNSW Conference on the Gold Coast in
October. The winner will be announced at the completion of the
presentation stage on Monday 12th October.
We would like to congratulate the following finalists:
• Sarah Hillhouse – Bankstown Sports Club
• Scott MacLean – Candelo Kameruka Bowling Club
• Mitchell Vine – Ingleburn RSL Club

For more information or to request hospitality
consulting services, contact John Tully on
jtully@pkf.com.au

pkf.com.au I

We would also like to thank all the entrants for investing the time
and effort into submitting such innovative and thought provoking
applications.
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PRINCIPAL – AUDIT

Q W hat was your first job? Any lessons you

took away from this to shape or steer your
career?

A M y first job was as an intern at the Public

Relations office of Shell. I worked for three
months supporting the PR team in reviewing
processes, updating databases and getting
involved in organising the 1st Shell Eco-Marathon
competition in Greece. The lesson I learned was
my clear preference in the business operations
as a whole, and not only the engineering or the
technology functions. In addition I realised that
I like to challenge myself with problem solving
exercises and keep focusing on excellence.

Q W hat has been your career highlight to date?
A A lthough I have collected very positive and

strong feedback from all the positions I’ve
held, I do not feel that there is a specific career
highlight. Every position gave me the opportunity
to deliver results to my company and its clients
and on the other hand to discover myself. For
example, Accenture was a great place for me
in developing my technical skills in articulating
problems, designing solutions and delivering
results. I learned how to understand the current
situation and to drive the move to the future state
of operation. This is where I learned to apply the
binary code 0-1 to business challenges. Later
in my career, working for PwC, I realised that
there are so many different states between 0

and 1 and the beauty of being flexible without
discounting the quality of your work. In PwC I
developed my soft skills in listening, leadership,
mentoring and building and managing teams.

Q What do you enjoy most about your job?
A Ienjoy meeting people, hearing their stories and
business challenges, sharing experiences, and
delivering value to them!

Q If you could have dinner with one person

(dead or alive) who would it be and why?

A I would like to have dinner with Leonardo Da Vinci

(1452-1519). I was very impressed when I saw his
designs in Milan. His contributions to mechanics,
mathematics, astronomy, botany, physics,
chemistry and architecture is inspiring. Many of his
ideas were vastly ahead of his time like inventing a
helicopter, a calculator or even fantastic machines;
weapons and deep-sea vehicles.

Q W hat do you love most about your job?
A In the past, it was the fact that I was always

trying to find a meaning in everything by asking
questions. This makes the life of people around
me difficult sometimes, as my approach on
things may challenge them on their habits.
The easiest answer to avoid me in this case is
“Because I like it”.

Tax Diary

OCTOBER 2015

Contact Us

Take 5 with...
Chrys Bekiaris

Sydney
T. 02 8346 6000
Melbourne
T. 03 9679 2222
Brisbane
T. 07 3839 9733
Perth PKF Lawler
T. 08 6272 6888
Perth PKF Mack
T. 08 9426 8999
Gold Coast
T. 07 5553 1000
Newcastle
T. 02 4962 2688
Canberra
T. 02 6257 7500
Hobart
T. 03 6231 9233
Rockhampton
T. 07 4927 2744

21

Due date for lodgement and payment of September 2015 monthly BAS and IAS

28

Last day for payment of September Quarter employee superannuation contributions.

Tamworth
T. 02 6768 4500

28

Due date for lodgement and payment of September 2015 Quarter BAS – paper
lodgements or varied instalments.

31

Due date for lodgement of June 2015 returns by individuals, trusts and partnerships if not
lodged by a tax agent or where prior year returns were outstanding as at 30 June 2015.

Glenorchy
T. 03 6273 1466

NOVEMBER 2015

21
25

Due date for lodgement and payment of October 2015 monthly BAS and IAS.
Due date for lodgement and payment of September 2015 Quarter BAS – electronic
lodgement.

Walcha
T. 02 6777 2377
Adelaide
T. 08 8373 5588

DECEMBER 2015

1

Due date for payment of Income tax for the taxable head company of a consolidated
group with a member deemed to be a large/medium taxpayer in the latest year lodged.
Lodgement of return due 15 January 2016.

1

Due date for payment of income tax for companies and super funds when lodgement of
the tax return was due 31 October 2015.

31

Due date for lodgement and payment of November 2015 monthly BAS and IAS.

FIND US ON
PKF uses
National Carbon
Offset Standard

certified ENVI Recycled 50/50
Carbon Neutral paper

PKF(NS) Pty Ltd is a member firm of the PKF International Limited network of legally independent firms and does not accept any
responsibility or liability for the actions or inactions on the part of any other individual member or correspondent firm or firms.
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